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Maya Secrets of the ProsSybex, 2005
Featuring completely original material from a new team of Maya know-it-alls,     this second edition of an award-winning book is sure to inform and inspire even     the most seasoned Maya user. In this distinctive Maya Press title, a cadre     of professionals led by two acclaimed Maya pros, reveal the precious secrets     they’ve...
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Dynamic and Mobile GIS: Investigating Changes in Space and Time (Innovations in Gis)CRC Press, 2006
Like Stan Openshaw (1998) in the foreword to the ‘Innovations in GIS 5’, I have never been asked to write a foreword before, and also like him I am concerned that after you read this one (and who reads forewords anyway?) I may never be invited again. But, as readers of this foreword will be probably be sparse and perhaps limited to the...
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Head First StatisticsO'Reilly, 2008
Wouldn't it be great if there were a statistics book that made histograms, probability distributions, and chi square analysis more enjoyable than going to the dentist? Head First Statistics brings this typically dry subject to life, teaching you everything you want and need to know about statistics through engaging, interactive, and...
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CCNA Security Course Booklet, Version 1.0Cisco Press, 2009

	The Cisco CCNA Security curriculum provides a comprehensive overview of contemporary network security, helping Cisco Networking Academy students systematically prepare for the latest CCNA Security exam. While extensive online study resources are available, many students and instructors have requested a low-cost printed resource that can be...
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Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	This end-to-end deep dive into Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 Professional will help working developers squeeze maximum productivity out of Visual Studio 2010’s extraordinarily rich toolbox, whether they are writing code for the Web, Windows, Silverlight, or Microsoft’s Azure cloud computing environment.

...
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Adobe Creative Suite 6 Production Premium Classroom in a BookAdobe Press, 2012

	 


	The tools for creating and broadcasting a professional-quality video have never

	been as accessible as they are today, thanks to more affordable and powerful

	recording equipment and computers, broadband Internet, and user-friendly

	software.





	The Adobe® Creative Suite® 6...
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Head First CO'Reilly, 2012

	Ever wished there was an easier way to learn C from a book? Head First C is a complete learning experience that will show you how to create programs in the C language. This book helps you learn the C language with a unique method that goes beyond syntax and how-to manuals and helps you understand how to be a great programmer....
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HTML5 & CSS3 For The Real WorldSitePoint Pty Ltd, 2015

	
		HTML5 and CSS3 for the Real World is your perfect introduction to the latest generation of web technologies. This easy-to-follow guide covers everything you need to know to get started today. You'll master the semantic markup available in HTML5, as well as how to use CSS3 to create amazing-looking websites without...
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Mondrian in Action: Open source business analyticsManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Mondrian in Action teaches business users and developers how to use Mondrian and related tools for strategic business analysis. You'll learn how to design and populate a data warehouse and present the data via a multidimensional model. You'll follow examples showing how to create a Mondrian...
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TCP/IP Network Administration (3rd Edition; O'Reilly Networking)O'Reilly, 2002
The first edition of TCP/IP Network  Administration was written in 1992. In the decade since,  many things have changed, yet some things remain the same. TCP/IP is  still the preeminent communications protocol for linking together  diverse computer systems. It remains the basis of interoperable...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 in 10 Steps or LessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you are looking to make your job of building Web pages as effortless as possible and need a quick and easy understanding of the technology in order to do so, then this book is for you-whether you're new to Dreamweaver MX 2004 or you need a refresher on everything from simple tasks such as defining a Dreamweaver MX 2004 site to complex tasks such...
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Practical JavaScript, DOM Scripting and Ajax ProjectsApress, 2007
Practical JavaScript, DOM, and Ajax Projects is ideal for web developers already experienced in JavaScript who want to take their knowledge to the next level. It presents ten complete example projects for you to learn from and adapt for use in your own work.
The book starts with a quick recap of the fundamentals of modern JavaScript...
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